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Previously, we provided an expression which generalized the classical Melnikov
function to any order, for the first nonzero derivative of a return mapping. Our
method relied on the decomposition of a 1-form associated to the relative cohomol-
ogy of the perturbed Hamiltonian. With the same techniques, we give a formula for
the first nonzero derivative of a period function. We focus on the particular example
of H=(12)(x2+ y2) and then we define a class of Hamiltonians for which the
same computation remains valid. Finally, we investigate relations with Birkhoff
normal form.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Several authors tried in the past to find an integral expression similar to
Melnikov formula for the first derivative of the periods. We provide in this
article such a formula for planar vector fields. It seems that there are no
conventional methods that can be used to obtain it. In the particular case
of Hamiltonian systems, we relate our expression to the Hamiltonian
defining the Birkhoff normal form. Such a Hamiltonian does not exist of
course if there is a dissipative part. But even in the particular framework
of Hamiltonian systems, our method can be used to derive efficiently the
coefficients of the Birkhoff normal form. Planar vector fields have their own
interest. We remind the reader for instance of the (isochronous) centre
problem which is still unsolved for homogeneous perturbations of a rota-
tion at the origin. But we hope also that the techniques introduced in this
article may have appropriate generalizations to higher dimensional
systems. Computations of derivatives of periods are of primary importance
for the bifurcation theory of Hamiltonian systems (cf. for instance [6]).
Let X= be a vector field of the type
X= x

y
& y

x
+= :
2i+ jn
aij xiy j

x
+b ij xiy j

y
, (1)
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((aij , bij) # R2), = is a parameter. We note that
X0=x

y
& y

x
, (2)
and define
Y0= :
2i+ jn
aij xiy j

x
+bij x iy j

y
, (3)
the so-called perturbative part.
For a vector field X= corresponding to fixed values of (aij , bij), there is a
neighborhood U of the origin 0 # R2 on which the flow of X= , solution of
the differential system:
{
x* =&y+= :
2i+ jn
aij x iy j
(4)
y* =x+= :
2i+ jn
bij xiy j
exists for all initial values which belong to this neighborhood.
Assume furthermore that U is small enough so that a first return
mapping L= is defined on U: Given an initial point (r, 0), r>0 the solution
of Eq. (4) with initial data (r, 0) intersects again for the first time the
positive x-axis at some point (L=(r), 0), L=(r)>0. We denote by
7=[(x, 0) # U] the transversal section. By transversality, the mapping L=
is analytic, represented as a convergent Taylor series:
L=(r)=r+L2(=) r2+ } } } +Lk(=) rk+ } } } . (5)
In [2], an algorithm was introduced to compute the first nonvanishing
coefficient Lk 0(=)(a
, b

) for a homogeneous perturbative part. It was later
implemented in [7, 8].
Introduce now #= the arc of the trajectory of X= between the two points
(r, 0) and (L=(r), 0) and T= the time along the flow between these two
points. The vector field X= is a center if all the orbits #= are closed. The
center is isochronous if all the closed orbits #= have the same period.
Assume that X= is a center for all =, so that for all =, all the orbits #= are
closed. We give here a practical formula to compute the first k th derivative
(kT= =k) | ==0 which is not identically zero. This formula is based on the
relative cohomology decomposition of 1-forms used in preceding articles
[2, 7, 8]. We make precise a general framework in which the same
computation remains valid: We can consider perturbations of any
Hamiltonian which has a strong version of the (*)-property of [2].
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Finding the perturbative part Y0 so that X= is a center (resp. isochronous
center) for all = is an open question for n4. The algorithm we propose
here should certainly be of interest for further computer algebra studies of
isochronous centers.
2. THE RELATIVE COHOMOLOGY DECOMPOSITION
OF 1-FORMS
We use complex coordinates z=(1- 2)(x+iy), z =(1- 2)(x&iy), and
the 1-form |= iX=(dx 7 dy). With these new notations, we use:
|= dH+=|1=dH+= :
2i+ jn
Aij z jz i dz+A ij z jzi dz . (6)
The complex coefficients Aij of Eq. (6) are easily related to the real coef-
ficients (aij , bij). The function H is H : (z, z ) [ H(z, z )=zz . We recall the
following
Proposition 1. Any polynomial 1-form | can be decomposed into
|= g dH+dR+(12) (H )[z dz &z dz] (7)
where g, R are polynomials (R(0)=0) in (z, z ) and  is a polynomial in one
variable.
To compute g and (H ), take d|=F(z, z ) dz 7 dz . Write
F(z, z )= :
i{ j
Fij ziz j+ :
i= j
Fij (zz ) i.
then
g= :
i{ j
F ijziz j
i& j
,
To find , take
,(t)=:
i
Fii t i.
Then solve t$(t)+(t)=,(t). Now get R by applying Poincare ’s theorem
to |& g dH&(12) (H )[z dz &z dz]. This decomposition relates to
the relative cohomology of germs of function with isolated singularity at
the origin [13]. In the sequel, we describe the scheme given in [2] to get
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the higher order Melnikov functions. To begin with, there is a classical
formula which gives:
L1(r, Aij , A ij)=&|
H=r2
|1 . (8)
Assume that L1(r, Aij , A ij)#0 (as a function of r) then there is a
polynomial g1 and a polynomial R1 such that
|1= g1 dH+dR1 . (9)
And we get
L2(r, Aij , A ij)=|
H=r2
g1|1 . (10)
We obtain inductively that given
Lk(r, Aij , A ij)=(&1)k |
H=r2
gk&1|1 , (11)
if Lk(r, Aij , A ij)#0 (as a function of r), there is a polynomial gk such
that
gk&1|1= gk dH+dRk (12)
and then
Lk+1(r, Aij , A ij)=(&1)k+1 |
H=r2
gk |1 . (13)
As a consequence, we can compute the first nonzero coefficient
Lk(r, Aij , A ij) by building the sequence of polynomials g1 , ..., gk , ... .
At each step k we have a 1-form gk |1 . We first compute the differential
d(gk|1)=F k(z, z ) dz 7 dz . We then split into two parts:
F k(z, z )= :
i{ j
F kijz
iz j+ :
i= j
F kij(zz )
i.
and we introduce
gk+1= :
i{ j
F kijz
iz j
i& j
.
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Next we compute d(gk+1|1) and we repeat the process. We recall that
when the perturbative part Y0 is homogeneous of degree n, Lk(r, Aij , A ij)
is of the form:
Lk(r, Aij , A ij)=Lk(A, A ) rk(n&1)+1, (14)
where Lk(A, A ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in the indeter-
minates (Aij , A ij). In this case X0+Y0 is a center if and only if X0+=Y0 is
a center for all = and so if and only if all the polynomials Lk(A, A ) vanish.
3. THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE PERIOD
We write T= T0+=T1+O(=2)(T0 =2?). Let (r, %) denote the polar
coordinates. Let |0=d% then dH 7 |0=rdr 7 d%=dx 7 dy and #= |0=
2?=T0 .
Definition 2. A 1-form |0+=|1+ } } } +=k|k is said to be
k-isochronous to X= if (|0+=|1+ } } } +=k|k) (X=)=1+O(=k+1).
Proposition 3. Let |0+=|1 be a 1-form 1-isochronous to X= , then
T= |
#=
(|0+=|1)+O(=2)=2?+= |
H=r2
|1+O(=2).
Proof. #= (|0+=|1)=#= (|0+=|1)(X=) dt=#= dt+O(=
2)=T=+O(=2).
We now try to build a 1-isochronous 1-form. This yields:
(dH+=|1) 7 (|0+=|1)=(1+O(=2)) dx 7 dy. (15)
The 1-form |1 should be such that
dH7 |1=&|1 7 |0 . (16)
Now the relative cohomology decomposition of |1 displays:
|1= g1 dH+dR1+(12) 1(H )[z dz &z dz]. (17)
This yields a possible choice for |1 :
|1=&_ g1+(1r) \R1r +& |0 . (18)
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Now, we obtain with this choice of |1 :
T1=|
H=r2
|1=&|
H=r2 _g1+(1r) \
R1
r +& d%. (19)
We remark that the construction of g1 yields:
|
H=r2
g1 d%=0.
We expand R1 to
R1(z, z )= :
i{ j
Rij ziz j+ :
i= j
R ii (zz ) i,
and get, ultimately,
T1(r)=&4? :
k
kRkkr(2k&2). (20)
To summarize, the first derivative (T==) | ==0 is essentially given by the
part in the Taylor development of R1 which depends only of H=zz . An
equivalent expression was already derived by C. Chicone and M. Jacobs in
[1]. More detailed computations are available in [5] for the first
derivative of the period.
Assume now that T1(r)#0. At this point, we must note that the term
(1r)(R1 r) is not necessarily polynomial. Actually,
(1r)
R1
r
=(1r2) _x R1x + y
R1
y & (21)
displays this term as a Laurent polynomial in (z, z ). So we cannot apply
stricto sensu Proposition 1 to go on with the algorithm. But we can easily
adapt it with the following
Proposition 4. Every 1-form | with Laurent polynomials coefficients
(in (z, z )) can be uniquely decomposed into |= g dH+dR+(12) (H )
[z dz &z dz] where g, R are Laurent polynomials (in (z, z )) and  is a
Laurent polynomial in one variable.
The proof goes exactly the same way as in proposition 1 but we now
allow the indices (i, j) to take negative integer values.
This entails H=r2 |1#0 O |1=h2 dH+dQ2 for some h2 ,Q2 . Modify
now |1 into |$1=|1&h2 dH, which is exact. The 1-form |$1 is also a solu-
tion of Eq. (16) and so we have obtained a 1-isochronous 1-form |0+=|$1
such that |$1 is exact. This modification of |1 into |$1 will be essential in
the computation of the next derivative.
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4. THE DERIVATIVES OF HIGHER ORDER
The main novelty of our approach is that it leads to a formula for the
first nonvanishing derivative of the period. First observe that Proposition
3 can be readily generalized to any order k:
Proposition 5. Let |0+=|1+ } } } +=k|k be a k-isochronous 1-form,
then T= #= (|0+=|1+ } } } +=
k|k)+O(=k+1).
Proof. #= (|0+=|1+ } } } +=
k|k)=#= (|0+=|1+ } } } +=
k|k)(X=) dt
=#= dt+O(=
k+1)=T=+O(=k+1).
Proposition 6. Let |0+=|$1+ } } } +=k&1|$k&1+=k|k be a k-isochro-
nous 1-form such that |$1 , |$2 ,..., |$k&1 are exact. Assume furthermore that
for all =, X= is a center, so that all the orbits #= are closed. Then
T=(r)=|
#=
[(|0+=|$1+ } } } +=k&1|$k&1)+=k|k]+O(=k+1) (22)
T=(r)=T0+=k |
#=
(|k)+O(=k+1)=T0+=k |
H=r2
(|k)+O(=k+1), (23)
and this yields (kT= =k) | ==0=H=r2 (|k).
We now explain how to derive inductively the first nonzero derivative of
the period (kT==k) | ==0 . Let us begin with the case k=2, assuming
T1(r)#0. Write
|0+=|$1=_1&= \g1+(1r) R1r +& |0&=h2 dH. (24)
Then find a 1-form |2 such that
(|0+=|$1+=2|2) 7 (dH+=|1)=(1+O(=3)) dx 7 dy. (25)
This yields
|2 7 dH=&|$1 7 |1 . (26)
This equation is analogous to Eq. (16) with |1 replaced by &[ g1+(1r)
(R1 r)] |1 . So write:
&_g1+(1r) R1r & |1= g2 dH+dR2+(12) 2(H )[z dz &z dz]. (27)
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This entails:
|2=&_ g2+(1r) R2r & |0&h2|1 . (28)
Similarly to the Eq. (19), we find
T2=|
H=r2
|2=&|
H=r2 _\g2+(1r) \
R2
r + d%+&h2|1& . (29)
This achieves the second step. Assume now that T2#0, then |2=
h3 dH+dQ3 and modify |2 into |$2=|2&h3 dH which is closed. Then
proceed with |0+=|$1+=2|$2+=3|3 . The 1-form |3 is a solution to
|3 7 dH=&|$2 7 |1 , (30)
with
|$2=&_ g2+(1r) R2r & |0&h2|1&h3 dH. (31)
Write
&_g2+(1r) R2r & |1= g3dH+dR3+(12) 3(H )[z dz &z dz], (32)
which entails
|3=&_ g3+(1r) R3r & |0&h3|1 , (33)
and
T3=|
H=r2
|3=&|
H=r2 _\g3+(1r) \
R3
r + d%+&h3|1& . (34)
Then the condition T3#0 displays |3=h4 dH+dQ4 , modify |3 into:
|$3=&_ g3+(1r) R3r & |0&h3|1&h4 dH. (35)
And so on, the k th step entails a 1-form |$k (provided that
(kT= =k) | ==0#0):
|$k=&_ gk+(1r) Rkr & |0&hk|1&hk+1 dH. (36)
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The 1-form |k+1 is a solution to
|k+1 7 dH=&|$k 7 |1 . (37)
Write
&_gk+(1r) Rkr & |1= gk+1 dH+dRk+1+(12) k+1(H )[z dz &z dz],
(38)
which entails
|k+1=&_ gk+1+(1r) Rk+1r & |0&hk+1|1 , (39)
and
Tk+1=|
H=r2
|k+1=&|
H=r2 _\gk+1+(1r) \
Rk+1
r + d%+&hk+1|1& .
(40)
Then the condition Tk+1#0 displays |k+1=hk+2 dH+dQk+2 and
provides
|$k+1=&_ gk+1+(1r) Rk+1r & |0&hk+1|1&hk+2 dH. (41)
The similarity with the algorithm of [2] is clear. The algorithm we propose
here for the periods is a little more involved because we need to keep
track not only of the g but also of the R in the relative cohomology
decomposition.
5. EXTENSION TO MORE GENERAL PERTURBATIVE
SITUATIONS
Assume more generally that X0 is a Hamiltonian vector field,
iX0 dx 7 dy=dH. Assume furthermore that H is polynomial and that for
c0cc1 the level line H&1(c) contains an oval #c (closed smooth
compact curve). The ovals #c are periodic orbits of X0 of period Tc .
Definition 7. We say that a 1-form |0 is isochronous to X0 if
|0(X0)=1 which is equivalent to the condition dH 7 |0=dx 7 dy. Let V be
the vector field transverse to X0 defined by iV dx7 dy=|0 .
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If |0 is isochronous to X0 then Tc=#c |0 . Such a 1-form |0 is of course
not unique, but there is always a rational isochronous 1-form |0 with poles
contained in the critical points of H. Take for instance:
|0=_&\Hx + dy+\
H
y + dx&<_\
H
x +
2
+\Hy +
2
& . (42)
Note that if there exists a closed 1-form |0 isochronous to X0 , then H is
isochronous on the domain of regularity of |0 by Stokes’ theorem. In this
case, we obtain
i[V, X0] dx 7 dy=LX0 iV dx 7 dy&iVLX0 dx 7 dy=0. (43)
And thus [V, X0]=0. Conversely if [V, X0]=0, V transverse to X0 and
|0 is closed then d|0(X0)=0 and so mutiplying V by the inverse of the
constant |0(X0) this yields |0(X0)=1. (Compare with SabatiniVillarini
approach [12, 14] to isochronism based on the existence of a vector field
V commuting with X0 .)
We recall that we introduced in [2] the (*)-property. The function H
has the (*)-property if for all polynomial 1-form | such that H&1(c) |#0,
for all c, c0cc1 , there are polynomials g and R so that |= g dH+dR.
We proved in [2] that the function H=(12)(x2+ y2) has the
(*)-property. H. Zoladek gave us the following example of polynomial
function H which does not have the (*)-property:
H=(12) y2+(x2&1)2 (x2&2). (44)
Take for instance |=xy dx.
From [11], we deduce that any hyper-elliptic polynomial with simple
real critical point has the (*)-property. The algorithm of [2] works for any
function H which has the (*)-property (see, for instance, [10] for an
application). Assume now that H has the following strong (*)-property:
Given any 1-form | with rational coefficients, there is a decomposition:
|= g dH+dR+(12) (H ) |0 , (45)
with g, R rationals in two variables and (H ) rational in one variable. The
same method yields the
Proposition 8. Let H be a Hamiltonian which has a closed isochronous
1-form |0 and which satisfies the strong (*)-property. Let dH+=|1=
iX= dx 7 dy be a perturbation of H. Let 7 be a transversal section contained
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in an orbit of V, choose H as a coordinate function on 7. Let #=(c) the part
of the orbit of X= of the point H &1(c) & 7 between two intersection points
with the transversal section. Let T=(c) be the period of the orbit #=(c) for X= .
Then the first nonzero derivative of T=(c) relatively to =, (kT= =k) | ==0 is
given by:
kT=
=k } ==0=&|H=c [ gk+1+V .Rk+1] |0&|H=c hk|1 . (46)
Proof. Consider the first step to begin with. The 1-form |1 should be
such that
dH7 |1=&|1 7 |0 . (47)
Now the strong (*)-property of H displays a decomposition of |1 :
|1= g1 dH+dR1+(12) 1(H ) |0 . (48)
This yields a possible choice for |1 :
|1=&[ g1+V .R1] |0 . (49)
Note then that
T=(c)=|
#=(c)
(|0+=|1)+O(=2). (50)
Now due to the fact that |0 is closed and vanishes identically along 7, we
obtain
|
#=(c)
|0=|
#c
|0=Tc=T0 . (51)
Thus we derive again the first derivative of the period as:
T1(c)=|
#=(c)
&[ g1+V .R1] |0 . (52)
The kth step is quite analogous to the k th step of the algorithm given in
paragraph 1: It suffices to replace (1r)(r) by V. Once again we must
emphasize that due to the facts that, |0 is closed and vanishes identically
along the transversal section 7, we obtain #=(c) |0=#c |0=Tc=T0 . This
yields, as in Eq. (40), the result of the proposition.
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6. CONDITION OF ISOCHRONISM
Recall that a center is said to be isochronous if all the (periodic) orbits
close to the origin have the same period. Our algorithm generates the con-
ditions for isochronism of vector field of the type (1) in the case where the
perturbative part Y0 is homogeneous:
Y0= :
i+ j=n
aij x iy j

x
+bijxiy j

y
. (53)
We use alternatively the complex notations:
|= dH+=|1=dH+= :
i+ j=n
Aijz jz i dz+A ijz jz i dz . (54)
Proposition 9. If the perturbative part Y0 is homogeneous, the first non-
zero derivative of the period has the following form:
kT=
=k } ==0=Tk(A, A ) rk(n&1), (55)
where Tk(A, A ) is a polynomial in the parameters (Aij , A ij) homogeneous of
degree k.
Proof. Assume that |1 is homogeneous of degree n, then |1=
g1 dH+dR1 with g1 homogeneous of degree n&1 and R1 homogeneous of
degree n+1 and
T1(r)=&|
H=r2
(1r) \R1r + d%
=&|
H=r2 _(1r2) \x
R1
x
+ y
R1
y +& d%. (56)
The polynomial (x(R1x)+ y(R1 y)) is homogeneous of degree n+1
and thus T1(r) is of the form:
T1(r)=T1(A, A ) rn&1, (57)
where T1(A, A ) is of degree 1 in the indeterminates (Aij , A ij). From the
preceding paragraph, we get easily that in general gk is homogeneous of
degree k(n&1) Rk is homogeneous of degree (n+1)+k(n&1), and hk is
homogeneous of degree k(n&1)&n, and this yields the result of the
proposition.
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Now we observe that if Y0 is homogeneous, the vector field X0+Y0 is
isochronous if and only if the vector field X0+=Y0 is isochronous for all =
and so if and only if all the successive derivatives (kT= =k) | ==0 vanish.
This leads to the following
Proposition 10. If the perturbative part Y0 is homogeneous, the set of
isochronous centers is a real algebraic manifold defined as the common zero
set of the homogeneous polynomials Lk(A, A ) and Tk(A, A ) in the space of
parameters (Aij , A ij).
We now make more precise the form of the polynomials Tk(A, A ). Note
first that the algorithm shows they are with rational coefficients We show
then that there is an action of S1 which leaves these polynomials invariant.
There is a natural S1-action on the set of polynomial 1-form
|=d(zz )+|1=dH+ :
2i+ jn
Aijz jz i dz+A ijz jzi dz . (58)
Let * be a complex number of modulus one. The coordinates change as
follows: ,* : (z, z ) [ (*z, *z ) transforms | into
,* V |=dH+ :
2i+ jn
Aij* j&i+1z jz i dz+A ij*i& j&1z jzi dz . (59)
This yields an action of S1 on the space of coefficients given by
*(Aij , A ij)=(* j&i+1Aij , *i& j&1A ij). (60)
This type of action leads to the so-called weighted projective spaces. Each
coordinate Aij (resp. A ij) gets endowed with the weight ( j&i+1) (resp.
(i& j&1)). This action induces naturally an action on the algebra of
polynomials in the indeterminates (Aij , A ij):
* V P(Aij , A ij)=P(* j&i+1A ij , *i& j&1A ij). (61)
We say that the polynomial P is S1-invariant if * V P=P. We proved in
[7] that the polynomials Lk(A, A ) are S1-invariant, we show here the
following
Proposition 11. The polynomials Tk(A, A ) are S1-invariant.
Introduce L1(z, z ) the space of 1-forms with Laurent polynomial
coefficients. Let L1(z, z ) R[A, A ] be the space of 1-forms with Laurent
polynomials in (z, z ) and polynomial coefficients in the parameters
(Aij , A ij). The S1-action on L1(z, z ) extends naturally to L1(z, z )
R[A, A ]. Note (*, |) [ * V | this S1-action.
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Definition 12 (cf. [7]). An element | of L1(z, z ) R[A, A ] is
covariant if ,* V |=* V |.
By definition, the 1-form |1 is S1-covariant. We have a generalization of
Theorem II-4 from of [7], as
Proposition 13. Let | be a S1-covariant element of L1(z, z )
R[A, A ], there exists a decomposition
|= g dH+dR+(12) (H )[zdz &z dz] (62)
where g, R are Laurent polynomials (in (z, z )) with polynomial coefficients in
the parameters (Aij , A ij) which are S1-covariant and  is a Laurent polyno-
mial in one variable with polynomial coefficients in the parameters (Aij , A ij).
Now we obtain the result as a consequence of the following:
Proposition 14. Let F, G be Laurent polynomials in (z, z ) with poly-
nomial coefficients in the parameters (Aij , A ij) which are S1-covariant,
then the polynomial H=r2 F(z, z , Aij , A ij) |0+H=r2 G(z, z , A ij , A ij) |1 is
S1-invariant.
The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem II-5 of [7].
7. THE BIRKHOFF NORMAL FORM OF A HAMILTONIAN
SYSTEM
The results presented above are already meaningful when the perturba-
tion |1=dH1 is Hamiltonian. This was actually one of our motivations for
studying the derivatives of the period. Consider in this paragraph the
Hamiltonian
H+=H1 , H=(12)(x2+ y2), H1= :
3i+ jn
H ij xiy j. (63)
Note that the Hamiltonian vector field X= associated to H+=H1 is a
center. We recall the Birkhoff theorem (see for instance [4]) as
Proposition 15. Given any analytic perturbation H1=3i+ j Hijx iy j,
there is a symplectic analytic change of coordinates (z, z ) [ (z$, z $) defined
in a neighborhood of the origin so that H+H1 is a function of the single
variable z$z $. The function B defined as H+H1=B(z$z $) is called the
Birkhoff normal form.
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In [3], we considered polynomial perturbation such as (63) and we
proved that the coefficients of B are polynomials in the parameters
(Aij , A ij). We can consider the successive derivatives of B relatively to =.
The following proposition displays the relation with the subject previously
discussed.
Proposition 16. The first nonzero derivative of B(c) relative to =,
Bk(c)=(1k!)(kB(c)=k) | ==0 is related to the first nonzero derivative of the
period T(c) relatively to =: Tk(c)=(1k!)(kT(c)=k) | ==0 by
Tk(c)=&2?B$k(c). (64)
Proof. Let (x$, y$) be a symplectic analytic coordinates system which
defines a Birkhoff normal form of H= as
H=(x, y)=H=(x(x$, y$), y(x$, y$))=B=( p$), (65)
with p$=(12)(x$2+ y$ 2). B= is a function of a single variable t of the form
B= : t [ B=(t)=t+O(t2). The 1-form |0=[&x$ dy$+ y$ dx$][2p$B$=( p$)]
satisfies |0(X=)=1. Let #c be the compact connected component of H &1= (c)
close to the origin. The ovals #c are periodic orbits of X= . The period T=(c)
of #c is
T=(c)=|
#=
|0=2?[B$=(B=(c)]&1. (66)
Assume that T=(c)=2?+=kTk(c)+0(=k+1), we obtain: B$=(c)=1&(12?)
=kTk(c)+0(=k+1) and this yields the result of the proposition. So our
algorithm provides also a method to compute efficiently the first nonzero
Birkhoff coefficient. We postpone to a forthcoming publication a
generalization of the algorithm in the setting of Birkhoff normal forms of
2m-dimensional Hamiltonian systems, m2. (See also [6] for related
motivations.)
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